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In ideal two-stage collimation systems, the secondary collimator–absorber should have its length 
sufficient to exclude practically the exit of halo particles with large impact parameters. In the UA9 
experiments on the crystal assisted collimation of the SPS beam a 60 cm long tungsten bar is used 
as a secondary collimator–absorber which is insufficient for the full absorption of the halo protons. 
Multi-turn simulation studies of the collimation allowed to select the position for the beam loss 
monitor downstream the collimation area where the contribution of particles deflected by the crystal 
in channeling regime but emerging from the secondary collimator–absorber is considerably reduced. This 
allowed observation of a strong leakage reduction of halo protons from the SPS beam collimation area, 
thereby approaching the case with an ideal absorber.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.
1. Introduction

A multi-stage collimation system is used in the Large Hadron 
Collider (LHC) to absorb halo particles of the circulating beam [1]. 
A crystal-assisted collimation scheme for LHC is presently under 
study [2]. A bent crystal used as a primary collimator instead of a 
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heavy solid target deflects halo particles in the channeling regime, 
directing them into a secondary collimator–absorber far from its 
internal edge.

Fig. 1 shows the distributions of the impact parameters of pro-
tons with the absorber obtained by multi-turn simulation, which 
should be realized in the experiment discussed below on crystal 
assisted collimation of the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) proton 
beam. In the case of crystal orientation optimal for channeling (2), 
the halo fraction, which hits the absorber edge, is considerably 
 under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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Fig. 1. (Color online.) The calculated distributions of impact parameters with the 
secondary collimator–absorber measured from its internal edge for a crystal assisted 
collimation of the SPS beam of 270 GeV/c protons in the case of amorphous (1) and 
channeling (2) orientations of the crystal.

smaller than in the case of an amorphous crystal orientation (1). 
As a result, the number of particles returning back into the beam 
due to scattering at the surface of the absorber should be strongly 
reduced, thus increasing the collimation efficiency. The first exper-
iments on crystal assisted collimation were performed at the IHEP 
synchrotron [3], RHIC [4] and Tevatron [5].

The UA9 experimental studies [6–9] on crystal assisted collima-
tion of the SPS beam which started a few years ago showed that 
crystal alignment with the circulated beam halo could be obtained 
quickly using the beam loss monitors (BLM1) installed downstream 
of the crystal, as shown by the schematic layout in Fig. 2. Chan-
neled particles with small oscillation amplitudes in the crystal pla-
nar channels do not have close collisions with the crystal nuclei, 
and, consequently, do not experience nuclear interactions. There-
fore, the beam losses in the aligned crystal are strongly decreased 
in comparison with the case of its amorphous orientation.

In our previous experiments, the collimation leakage was mea-
sured by the monitor BLM2 installed in the first high disper-
sion (HD) area downstream of the collimator–absorber where off-
momentum particles produced in the collimation area have the 
first possibility to hit the beam pipe. A considerable reduction of 
the collimation leakage was always observed for the channeling 
orientation of a crystal. For the case of an SPS beam of Pb ions 
with 270 GeV/c momentum per unit charge, the loss reduction ob-
served in the HD area by BLM2 was practically the same as in the 
crystal because the probability of backscattering from the tungsten 
absorber is very small for Pb ions due to their high probability 
of nuclear interactions. In the case of protons, the beam loss re-
duction detected by BLM2 was always smaller than detected by 
BLM1 in the crystal because of the contribution of particles emerg-
ing from the absorber [8].

In the UA9 experiments, a 60 cm long tungsten bar is used as 
a secondary collimator–absorber. It is insufficient for the full ab-
sorption of the halo protons. The nuclear inelastic cross-section for 
270 GeV/c protons in tungsten σin = 1.725b [10] and the interac-
tion length Sin = 9.18 cm corresponds to the attenuation probabil-
ity of the proton beam Pin = exp(−L/Sin) = 1.45 × 10−3. Besides, 
protons after losing a small part of their momentum by diffrac-
tive scattering can also remain in the beam. Protons deflected by 
a crystal deeply into the absorber but emerging from it with some 
momentum loss give a large contribution to the beam losses mea-
sured by the monitor BLM2. Thus, the imperfect absorption of halo 
protons in our collimator–absorber leads to an underestimation of 
the efficiency which is achievable with a crystal assisted collima-
tion system. The situation may be considerably improved already 
with a 1 m long tungsten absorber, Pin = 1.86 × 10−5.

Multi-turn simulation of the crystal assisted collimation of the 
SPS beam halo with a SixTrack code and real beam pipe aperture 
[14] allowed predicting the azimuth in the first high dispersion 
area where the loss reduction for the crystal channeling orienta-
tion is considerably larger than that observed in the position of 
BLM2. Beam loss monitors have therefore been installed at this az-
imuth, BLM3 in Fig. 2.

In this paper the results of the experiment on the crystal as-
sisted collimation of the CERN SPS beam where the collimation 
leakage reduction observed with BLM3 is considerably larger than 
the loss reduction in the crystal are described. The situation was 
close to the ideal case when full absorption of particles with large 
impact parameters occurs in the secondary collimator.

2. The experiment description

Fig. 2 shows the schematic layout of the UA9 experiment with 
only devices used in the present measurements. The crystal pri-
mary collimator and the secondary collimator–absorber (TAL) are 
installed at the SPS azimuths with relative horizontal betatron 
phase advance close to 90 degrees and with a large value of the 
horizontal beta function. The silicon strip crystal C1 produced us-
ing techniques described in [11,12] was used as a primary colli-
mator. The crystal parameters are presented in Table 1. The crystal 
miscut angle between the crystal surface and the (110) crystal-
lographic planes is about 10 μrad, which is much smaller than 
for the crystals used in our earlier experiments. This feature helps 
to reduce the particle losses at the crystal channeling orientation. 
Protons from the SPS beam halo hit the crystal and secondary par-
ticles produced in nuclear inelastic interactions are detected in the 
beam loss monitor BLM1. The goniometer produced by IHEP allows 
adjusting the crystal orientation relative to the beam halo direction 
with an angular accuracy of about ±10 μrad.

Downstream of the absorber TAL there is the first high disper-
sion area. Off-momentum particles with momentum p and suf-
ficiently large δ = p/po − 1, where po is the momentum of the 
synchronous particle, emerging from either the crystal or the ab-
sorber have displacements from the orbit here, xδ = Dxδ, where 

Table 1
Parameters of crystal C1.

Length 
(mm)

Bend angle α
(μrad)

Bend radius R
(m)

Miscast angle θm

(μrad)

1.87 165 11.33 10
Fig. 2. (Color online.) A schematic layout of the UA9 experiment. The crystal primary collimator C1 is located upstream of the quadrupole QF518 (QF1). The TAL acting as a 
secondary collimator–absorber is upstream of the quadrupole QF 520 (QF2). The beam loss monitor BLM1 is used to find channeling in the crystal and BLM2 and BLM3 are 
used to detect particles leaking out from the collimation area.
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Fig. 3. (Color online.) The dependence of the dispersion function on the distance 
along the collimation area and the first HD area downstream of the absorber.

Table 2
Relevant accelerator parameters.

Parameter C1 TAL QF3

βx (m) 90.945 87.660 107.023
σx (mm) 0.9047 0.888 0.981
�μx from C1(2π) 0 0.2405 0.4909
Dx (m) −0.857 −6.8 × 10−4 3.772

Dx is the dispersion function, and, hence, they might be lost. The 
targets limiting the accelerator aperture installed in the HD area 
were not used in this experiment. The beam loss monitor BLM2
used in our previous experiments [8,9] detected secondary parti-
cles generated by protons in the pipe walls. One more beam loss 
monitor BLM3 has been installed upstream the quadrupole QF4. 
Fig. 3 shows the dispersion function change in the collimation area 
and in the first HD area downstream of the absorber. The positions 
of the monitors BLM2 and BLM3 are close to the first and the sec-
ond dispersion maximums, respectively. Additionally, it is shown 
that the betatron phase advance between the absorber TAL and 
the monitor BLM2 equals approximately 90◦ . It is very important 
that protons strongly scattered in the TAL should acquire a maxi-
mal betatron deviation from the orbit near BLM2.

In the SPS, the beam of protons was accelerated to 270 GeV/c 
with nominal betatron tunes Q H = 26.13 and Q V = 26.18. In the 
position of the monitor BLM3 the beam losses are small. Therefore, 
a beam consisting of 12 bunches with a total intensity of 1.3 ×
1012 protons was used in this experiment. The relevant accelerator 
parameters at the azimuths of some UA9 elements are listed in 
Table 2, where βx is the horizontal beta-function, σx is the RMS 
value of the horizontal beam size (here for the RMS emittance ε =
0.009 μm rad), and �μx is the horizontal phase advance between 
the elements.

3. Experimental results

At the beginning of the measurement the two-sided collima-
tor COL was centered relative to the closed orbit. The collimator 
half gap X1/2 determined the reference beam envelope. Then the 
alignment positions for the crystal CR1 and the absorber TAL were 
determined by fixing their positions at the edge of the collima-
tor shadow. After that the crystal and the absorber were placed at 
a distance XC1 = 4.07 mm (4.5σx) and XTAL = 7.05 mm (7.94σx) 
from the orbit, respectively. Hence, the TAL offset relative to the 
crystal was Xoff = 3.06 mm. Under these conditions a scan of the 
horizontal angular positions of the crystal was performed with the 
Fig. 4. (Color online.) The results of crystal assisted collimation of the SPS beam halo 
of 270 GeV/c protons. Curve (1) shows the dependence of beam losses observed 
in the crystal (a) and in the HD area with the BLM3 monitor (b) on the angular 
position of the crystal C1 normalized to its value for amorphous orientation of the 
crystal (dot-dashed line). Curves (2) and (3) show the dependence of the number 
of nuclear inelastic interactions of protons in the crystal on its orientation angle 
obtained by simulation according to [13] and [14], respectively.

goniometer. Fig. 4a shows the dependence of beam losses in the 
crystal observed with BLM1 (curve 1). The left minimum corre-
sponds to the crystal orientation optimal for channeling where the 
beam losses occur mainly due to the non-channeled fraction. The 
ratio of the beam losses at the amorphous and channeling orienta-
tions of the crystal determines the beam loss reduction Rbl . The re-
duction measured for the area behind the crystal is Rbl(1) = 11.8.

The angular region in Fig. 4 with reduced losses on the right 
of the channeling minimum is due to volume reflection (VR) of 
particles by bent crystal planes, which allows them to reach the 
TAL aperture in a smaller number of passages through the crystal 
than occurs due to multiple scattering for amorphous crystal ori-
entations. The second minimum in the VR region observed also in 
our previous experiments [7,8] is clearly seen here. This minimum 
is observed at an angular distance from the channeling orientation 
equal about the crystal bend angle. As already explained [6], in this 
case the whole VR region is on the same side of the beam enve-
lope direction. Therefore, angular kicks due to VR always increase 
the oscillation amplitudes of particles and they more quickly reach 
the absorber.

Curve 2 shows the dependence of nuclear inelastic interaction 
number in the crystal on its orientation obtained by multi-turn 
simulation of the collimation process with the detailed calculation 
of particle trajectories in the crystal, see [13]. Linear 6-D trans-
fer matrices M(6, 6) were used to transport particles in the SPS. 
The simulation for a given particle was finished when it hit the 
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TAL or when a nuclear inelastic interaction occurred in the crystal. 
The calculated dependence describes well both the width and the 
shape of the experimental dependence but gives smaller values of 
the beam losses for the channeling as well as for the VR orien-
tations of the crystal. The distributions of impact parameters of 
protons with the TAL obtained by simulation for some amorphous 
crystal orientation (1) and for the aligned case (2) are shown in 
Fig. 1. Protons deflected by the crystal in the channeling regime 
hit the TAL at a distance of about 8 mm from its edge.

Curve 3 shows the multi-turn simulation results obtained by 
using the SixTrack code to transport particles in the SPS. The pro-
cess of diffractive scattering of protons in the crystal and TAL was 
taken into account. The interaction of protons with the crystal was 
considered using approximations for different processes described 
in [14]. In this case, the calculated width of the angular depen-
dence is smaller than in the experiment because of the approxi-
mations used for the description of the proton interactions with 
the crystal. However, the loss value in the VR region is in better 
agreement with the experiment. The contribution of diffraction-
scattered protons in repeated passages through the crystal may 
explain the losses in this VR region.

The reduction of nuclear inelastic interaction rate of halo pro-
tons in the crystal for its optimal channeling orientation obtained 
in both simulations is considerably larger than the beam loss re-
duction observed with BLM1 (about 100 and 60, respectively). The 
discrepancy may be partly connected with the goniometer inaccu-
racy of ±10 μrad. Simulations combining the detailed calculation 
of particle trajectories in the crystal with the application of the 
SixTrack code and taking into consideration the diffractive scatter-
ing of protons in the crystal and TAL are planned for our future 
collimation experiments.

The beam loss reduction observed in the HD area with the 
monitor BLM2 was Rbl(2) = 8.3, which is considerably smaller than 
behind the crystal as in our previous experiments. Fig. 4b shows 
the beam loss dependence on the crystal orientation observed in 
the new position with monitor BLM3. The angular dependence is 
the same as behind the crystal but the beam loss reduction in 
channeling is considerably larger, Rbl(3) = 18.1, which is in good 
agreement with the simulation prediction mentioned above. The 
reduction values of the proton losses on the beam pipe obtained 
in our simulation with the SixTrack code are 9.1 and 20.1 up-
stream BLM2 and BLM3, respectively. The observation of the large 
reduction of collimation leakage is possible with BLM3 because the 
number of particles deflected by the crystal in channeling regime 
deeply inside the TAL but emerging from it considerably reduced 
on their way to BLM3.

The particles were lost at the beam pipe near the first disper-
sion maximum where the betatron phase advance from the TAL 
exit is about 90◦ . Actually, the RMS deflection due to multiple 
Coulomb scattering in the TAL taking into account nuclear elastic 
scattering, is large, θms = 0.742 mrad, and the average ionization 
losses are estimated as δ = −7.62 × 10−3. The betatron amplitudes 
for protons deflected by the crystal in the channeling regime are 
about 15 mm at the TAL entrance face. At the TAL exit, protons 
deflected through θms due to multiple scattering will have an am-
plitude of Xm = 68.6 mm and the amplitude near the quadrupole 
QF3 will be Xm = 75 mm. Besides, the average shift near QF3 for 
these particles due to high dispersion is Xδ = δDx = −28.75 mm. 
The horizontal and vertical dimensions of the SPS beam pipe in 
the quadrupoles QFs are 76 mm and 19.15 mm, respectively. The 
simulations show that a larger fraction of particles deflected by the 
crystal but which avoided absorption in the TAL should be lost in 
this part of the pipe.

4. Conclusions

The position selected for the beam loss monitor downstream 
the collimation area helps to reduce considerably the contribu-
tion of particles deflected by the crystal in channeling regime but 
emerging from the secondary collimator–absorber. This allowed 
observation of a strong leakage reduction of halo protons from the 
SPS beam collimation area, thereby approaching the case with an 
ideal absorber.
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